Dear Parents/caregivers,

Camp
What a fantastic camp! We learnt a lot about team work, orienteering and climbing. Many were risk-takers when trying the 15 meter high rock climbing wall or zipping down the flying fox from that height! We hope we all have enough energy left for this busy term! Please see the following page for photos from camp.

UOI
Our next unit of inquiry explores the central idea: Water systems provide life to whole regions and are increasingly under threat from humans. We will be inquiring into: why water systems are important to communities; what impact humans have had on water systems; and what is being done to look after the health of water systems. If you any knowledge or resources in this area, please let us know.

Christian studies will be linked with this unit of inquiry. The central idea is: Christians have responsibility in and for the world.

Language
We will be reading and writing information reports in conjunction with our unit of inquiry. The students will learn how to note take, organise information and write bibliographies. Students will be researching their own issue regarding care for our water systems and reporting this in a poster format. We’ll be looking into editing skills and paragraph structure in relation to information report writing.

Maths
We will be concluding our work with decimals. We will begin an exploration into Chance and Data. Students will be collecting, sorting and organising data. They will representing and analysing data and using words and numbers to indicate probability. Some of these forms of data will include column graphs, dot plots and tables. They will use Excel to construct graphs.

Class Worship
In Week 7 on Friday 2nd December our class will be involved in the Chapel Service about “Service.” This is one week later than stated on the monthly calendar. We welcome you to join us at 9 am in St. Michael’s Chapel. This service will be followed by a Helpers Morning Tea for those parents who have kindly volunteered their time and effort in service in our classes this year.

Bible Verse
The Lord God put the man in the garden of Eden to care for it and work it.
Genesis 2:15

We wish you a blessed week!

Mrs. Corin Fudali
Mrs. Darlene Hall